
Traditional quality craftsmanship 
brings a rich and lasting presence to 
your environment. Sophisticated high-
tech machinery, computerized engi-
neering processes, quality materials 
and skilled craftsmanship combine to 
assure quality. With Mott, you are in-
vesting in cabinetry engineered with 
structural integrity, durability and aes-
thetics proven to withstand the rigors of 
everyday use.

Dovetail Drawer Construction 
Full height drawer sides are constructed 
with 1/2” thick 9-ply Baltic birch with 
durable dovetail joinery at all four cor-
ners. Drawer bottoms are trapped into 
the sides and hot glued. Hardboard, 
melamine or veneered drawer bottoms 
are available options.  

Drawer Body Options 
Drawers are available in Baltic birch, 
NAUF 1/2” plywood panels, painted 
cold rolled steel or stainless steel.
(Shown: painted steel drawer body).

UV Flat Line Finishing
Our flat line finish system meets SEFA 
8 standards, emits zero volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) using solvent-free 
UV coatings.  

Cabinet Construction - 3/4” thick cabinet 
case panels are joined together with concealed 
hardwood dowels and NAUF glue, providing 
structural integrity and strength.

Top Frame Construction - 1” thick veneer core 
framing on all base cabinets provides 
tremendous strength and support. 

Full Frame Support Platform - Optional full frame 
construction provides maximum strength and 
rigidity to allow for cabinets to be easily handled 
during installation or renovation.

End Panels - 3/4” veneer core with hardwood 
edge banding finished on the interior and 
exterior of the cabinet.

Drawers and Door Fronts - 3/4” particle 
board core banded on all sides 

with edge banding that 
matches cabinet veneer. 
MDF and combo core are 
available options.

Adjustable Shelves - 1” thick 
fully adjustable shelving  
supported by seismic clips  
for storage flexibility. 

Drawer Suspension - Several 
different drawer suspen-

sion systems available 
including 100# nylon 
tire, 100# full extension, 
100# full extension self 
closing and 150# full 
extension. Full extension 
provides full access to all 

corners of the drawer. 

Quality Hardware - Five 
knuckle, three knuckle 
semi-concealed and        
self-closing European style 
hinges and a wide selec-
tion of handles available to 
meet specific aesthetic and 
functional requirements.

Exterior Options - We 
can provide a wide range 
of wood veneers, in various 
cuts, matching and sequenc-
ing options. We offer a  

variety of stains and custom staining to match 
existing casework is available.

Full Range of Cabinetry and Components - For  
all of your needs our cabinets are available in  
numerous configurations, in a wide variety of 
heights and widths with countless options. 
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Quality Craftsmanship - Our commitment to quality is exceptional. A 
cabinet is only as good as the craftsmanship that goes into it. We preci-
sion manufacture all our components to exceptionally tight tolerances. 
Computer-cutting capabilities and exceptional finishing ensure that the 
details of Mott cabinets stands out under the most rigorous scrutiny. All 
furniture components have been tested to the SEFA 8 Recommended 
Practices and are built to AWI standards to ensure many years of inten-
sive use in a demanding environment.

Custom Solutions - Everybody’s needs are unique, Mott can design and 
manufacture to meet your exact requirements. We have the expertise 
to provide solutions to meet your demands; simply contact us with your 
needs.

Friendly To The Environment - Being green isn’t just about the materi-
als, it’s also about manufacturing processes, air quality, and conserva-
tion. Our furniture meets or exceeds stringent manufacturing criteria by 
controlling air quality and emission levels. Our state-of-the-art UV flat line 
system does not release any VOCs. Our energy efficient manufacturing 
processes and waste and recycling management is achieved by using 
the latest woodworking machine technology. Using the newest ma-
chinery increases productivity and capacity with less energy. We offer 
FSC certified and sustainable materials, no added urea-formaldehyde 
(NAUF), and we are ready to assist with LEED® registered projects.
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